EAST ASIAN STUDIES CENTER

03·03·14

TAIWAN IN THE WORLD

GRADUATE MENTORING WORKSHOP WITH WEST COAST ASIAN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS SPECIALISTS

12:00-5:00 P.M.
AhN House (AHN), USC

FOR MORE INFO & TO RSVP, PLEASE VISIT: http://dornsife.usc.edu/eascenter/taiwan-in-the-world/

www.usc.edu/easc | 213.740.2991
Facebook. Twitter. Tumblr. @USCeasc

1:00-2:30: SESSION 1 | Taiwan-China Relations & Chinese Foreign Policy

> GLORIA KOO, PhD Student, USC POIR: “Economic Hierarchy in East Asia: A Closer Look at the Domination of the US Dollar in the Region”
> JULIAN WANG, Postdoctoral Visiting Fellow, USC East Asian Studies Center: “Culture Matters: The Covenant of Chanyuan as a CBM in Song-Liao Relations”
> CHIN-HAO HUANG, PhD Student, USC POIR: “Cautious Compliance: Theory and a Case Study on China’s Socialization Processes and Conventional Arms Control”

DISCUSSANTS:
> TAI-MING CHEUNG, Associate Professor, UC San Diego International Relations & Pacific Studies
> DAVID KANG, Professor, USC International Relations and Business
> DOROTHY SOLINGER, Professor, UC Irvine Political Science

2:45-4:15pm: SESSION 2 | Territorial Disputes and Economic Relations

> MEREDITH SHAW, PhD Student, USC POIR: “The Starting Power of Water: Fuzzy Maritime Borders and Great-Power Rivalry in the Asia Pacific”
> JEREMIAH DOST, PhD Student, USC POIR: “Solutions Without Resolutions: East Asian Territorial Disputes Across Dictatorship and Democracy”
> JIUN BANG, PhD Student, USC POIR: “The ‘Good’ Kind of Name-Calling: China’s Lexicography of Bilateral Relations”

DISCUSSANTS:
> THOMAS BERNSTEIN, Professor Emeritus, Columbia Political Science
> PHILLIP LIPSCY, Assistant Professor, Stanford Political Science
> DAN LYNCH, Associate Professor, USC International Relations

4:30-5:00pm: SESSION 3 | Discussant Roundtable: East Asian International Relations & Future Collaboration